NonDoc.com is looking to hire up to two college students for our summer internship program. The internships are paid and will involve reporting news stories (with a special focus on election coverage), using online publishing systems and creating social media messages for various purposes.

Applicants must submit a cover letter, resumé and two samples of journalism work to editorial@nondoc.com by 11:59 pm on Friday, April 10, 2020.

The internships will begin at the end of the spring semester and run through the summer. The exact start and end dates can be flexible.

Launched in 2015, NonDoc.com is an award-winning journalism website based in Oklahoma City. At the start of the new year, we became a nonprofit entity to ensure the sustainability of our independent journalism.

Qualified applicants will learn skills related to writing, editing, social media distribution of journalism content and operating WordPress as well as CoSchedule. Questions can be sent to editorial@nondoc.com.

Sincerely,

Tres Savage, editor in chief